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WHEN AN INDUSTRY
GATHERS TOGETHER
INTRODUCTION
In late 2014, Allison Muth, director of facilities
project management at Texas Children’s Hospital
and president of the Construction Owners
Association of America —Texas Chapter, together
with Darren Smith, chief unlearning officer at Cima
Strategic, began brainstorming the idea for a forum
for professionals working on major design and
construction projects in Texas. The idea came after
a COAA Texas brainstorming session called “Start,
Stop, Continue: Best Practices for Project Delivery.”
Smith and Muth agreed that it would be beneficial
to the industry to find a way to build on the initial
ideas from the brainstorming session and provide
them to more people in the industry. That year, they
partnered to take the message of moving the norm
in healthcare construction through a workshop to
other organizations, including the Texas Association
of Healthcare Facilities Management (TAHFM). The
interest generated by this workshop spurred them
to consider the need for a smaller forum consisting
of the three parties needed to make project delivery
successful – owners, design team professionals, and
contractors. The forum would be a venue to gather

with their colleagues, were frustrated that

Houston.

lack of collaboration and the stubborn

too many project teams were continuing

After gathering names of people who

persistence by institutions to sustain

to implement process protocols that did

might be willing to invest personal time

outdated low-bid procurement methods

not achieve the superior results that more

to make a difference in the industry, Muth

and price-driven processes. They believed

collaborative design and construction

and Smith followed up with phone calls

they could mine their own experiences to

teams achieved.

and personal visits to many individuals

develop a more collaborative approach

requesting their participation in what

that creates value for clients, allows

The idea came and went, as ideas often

became the Constructive Forum. The first

designers to innovate, and contractors to

do, but three years later, Smith, who is

meeting was held in Brandt senior vice

streamline operations.

experienced at connecting strategy and

president Curtis Harbour’s office. Muth

culture for optimizing results, suggested a

and Smith had brought together a group

Both Harbour and Linbeck executive vice

way to create a forum of owners, designers,

of highly engaged people representing

president Bill Scott, who has had a diverse

and contractors capable of creating change.

many decades of hands-on experience in

four-decade career with the company

He suggested significant implementation,

the glass canyons of Houston’s Medical

ranging from superintendent to project

led by the members of the Forum, of

Center. All specialized in the design,

executive to sales and operations, were

whatever would eventually be called

construction, and delivery of complex

among the initial group that laid the

the workbook. In this case, “significant

healthcare facilities. Each brought a unique

foundation, along with Marc Flores, vice

implementation” is working both strategy

perspective and motivation to the Forum.

president of design and construction

and culture, to move the norms and

Members, who came from all sides of the

at KDC Real Estate Development and

expectations in the business of healthcare

project team – owner, contractor, architect,

Investments, as well as Jim Wofford

design and construction, starting in

engineer – bonded over a frustrating

from University of Houston. Ben Wylie,

the expertise and often hard-earned knowledge
of industry leaders with decades of experience

Members, who came from all sides of the project team - owner, contractor, architect,

in project leadership in order to highlight best

engineer – bonded over a frustrating lack of collaboration and the stubborn persistence by

practices in project delivery. Muth and Smith, along

institutions to sustain outdated low-bid procurement methods and price-driven processes.
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president of WYLIE Consulting Engineers,

volunteering 40, 60 and even 80 hours

the owner’s point of view, a critical piece

joined in May 2017 and Stephen Catts,

to the effort. The incubator of the small

because, as he argues, if owners expect

director of capital projects for Catholic

meetings created experience-based ideas

and demand these best practices, they

Health Initiatives St. Luke’s Health, joined

that could be practically applied and led

will raise standards and expectations

in the summer of 2017.

to the third phase, the creation of the first

throughout the industry.

draft of this workbook. The idea was to
Also among the first recruits was Page

create a document that would be kept in

In addition, ideas that became a critical

principal Kurt Neubek, who has more

the public domain to make it accessible

piece of the Constructive Forum’s

than 30 years of strategic facilities

industry wide.

message were identifying and creating

planning experience – over 20 of those

opportunities for subtrades to be brought

in healthcare – facilitating meetings and

Harbour recalls that over the course of

in earlier in the process. This grew from

helping clients make informed decisions

meetings in 2017 and 2018 that, although

Harbour’s work as a mechanical and

about their future needs. Neubek brought

the workbook went through several

electrical contractor for three decades,

an understanding of how clients make

iterations, the goal was the same: How to

decisions and what information they need

identify the few critical steps that would

to make those decisions. He recalls the

make the most difference in a project

Forum came together in roughly three

and provide meaningful content people

phases – early, loosely structured meetings

would read and use. The group, he says,

to determine the purpose of the group,

had the good problem of having too

followed by a middle phase that asked,

many ideas and steps. These were edited

“What are these principles? and “How do

down to a few simple ideas to create a

we make this actionable for someone else

baseline that formed the foundation.

to do?”

The fact that the Forum naturally evolved
to have many large healthcare owners

Please note that while many Constructive

represented became core to the group,

Forum members are from healthcare

says Flores. He describes how Smith led

organizations, the group feels strongly that

members in identifying issues that would

these lessons and principles apply to all

have the greatest impact. These were not

building types.

necessarily the biggest issues, but ones
that the industry could easily support.

The group met almost monthly, each
meeting lasting some three hours.

The multiple perspectives of the Forum

Members hashed through ideas and

members proved invaluable in creating a

approaches in small groups of two or three

multi-faceted approach that took all the

during side meetings and in breakouts

team members’ priorities and motivations

that met offsite between general meetings

into account. Catts, whose career has been

to address specific topics, ultimately

to act as owner’s representative, took on
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during which time he has seen every method of

evolved beyond the original idea of creating this

project delivery. Subtrades, he says, can bring

“how to” document. Encouraged by the group’s level

experience of knowing where money can be saved

of engagement, the focus of the workbook shifted to

without reducing quality and help designers

include sharing the Construction Forum Process for

understand what is most designable. This is an

transparent conversations between all three parties

invaluable contribution to the process.

which is the key to delivering projects successfully.
Documenting the process is a key component of

But owners can be skeptical of collaboration

the Forum’s mission and is shared in the “Process”

until they take the plunge and have a positive

section. Muth adds that finding additional

experience. Scott, as one of the contractors in the

mechanisms to tell the story of this group’s journey

group, emphasized the influence of technology in

in order to offer insight to others in the industry will

design and construction. While being a positive

help demonstrate the importance of engagement

development on the one hand, technology can

from all parties to make change happen. Some of

overwhelm teams with information, distract from

these mechanisms are shared in the ‘Next Steps’

teamwork and diversity, and can also lead to a false

section.

sense of collaboration, which ultimately leads to
unfulfilled expectations that spell trouble for teams.

In addition to this workbook, the Forum plans
to share its knowledge though speaking and

The three principles outlined here – setting culture,

presentations at conferences and in academic

team formation, and process and collaboration,

settings. All members of the group — now some

aim to provide tools — cafeteria style — to owners,

20 strong — look forward to sharing these

architect/engineers and contractors to select and

principles online and in person and furthering the

apply to their own projects as appropriate. Muth

conversation around how others can get involved in

says the goals of the Constructive Forum have

creating change with the Forum.
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PREAMBLE

WE ARE
THE
RESULT OF
OUR HARD
WORK.
PASSION
FOR WHAT
WE DO.

Constructive Forum

This preamble is what the members of the

As a result, the long-term collaboration of

Constructive Forum believe to be true. As you

a full design and construction team, which

read and use this workbook, it is important to

is required for sustaining learning curves,

understand our intention when it was written.

rarely happens. A competitive environment
of short-lived contractual arrangements that

Most design and construction projects are

disincentivizes sustained relationships leaves

largely self-organizing acts of a one-off

little economic impetus for change. Similarly,

production. Typically, an owner or program

construction industry organizations are limited

manager selects an architect based on price

in the investments they can afford to make

and qualifications, and the architect, in turn,

in new processes because of the limited

also selects consulting engineers based

direct reward to them. But major changes

Change must be stimulated through leadership and commitment from owners.

on price and qualifications. Later in the

in industries require significant investment.

Owners pay the bills, reap the rewards, suffer failures and live with the result.

process, the owner selects a construction

Consequently, design and construction

They have the power to change or relax the requirements of project participants,

manager (CM) based on a fee for the work,

are unlikely to undergo difference-making

to reallocate work flow, and to adjust compensation across traditional contractual

qualifications, and an estimate for general

improvement. Instead, the burden falls on

silos. Knowledgeable owners are best positioned to rearrange the relationships,

conditions requirements. The CM then selects

the owner to both insist on more effective

risks, and responsibilities of the participants. They can insist on more effective

subcontractors based largely on relationships,

strategies and to enable the change.

processes that reduce business risk and therefore costs. That allows for better

price, and past performance. Subcontractors

collaboration and encourages change, which reduces project delivery times,

select suppliers and manufacturers based

project risk and cost. In short, more effective processes add significant value to

on the same criteria. These teams of design,

the project for all parties involved.

construction, and manufacturing companies
come together to produce a project in a unique
set of relationships. When the work is complete,
they immediately disengage.
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THE PROCESS
We believe there is a better way to design and construct buildings. This better way also reduces costs and time
while increasing collaboration and team performance.
The Back Story
It was felt that sharing the process used to create this workbook is as valuable as sharing the three principles it
produced. Why? So, you can repeat the process to create transparent conversations in doing what you do. Allison
Muth caught this late in the Constructive Forum Process, and to her we should be grateful.

Also, while, in one opinion, we may have had the best team members possible for this Forum, several have to be
mentioned because they led by their example in freely sharing the best of what they had.

Many of the tools made available to you online through the Forum folder publicly available in the cloud come from
Denton Wilson, formerly of Beck, and now vice president of planning, design and construction management for
Atrium Health in North Carolina.

Much of the wisdom contained in the principles, specifically the third principle, process and collaboration, comes
from Forum member Sid Sanders and is captured in his book, Program Management 2.0, available in digital format
through the Construction Management Association of America.

Forum member Dean Strombom with Gensler and Darren Smith’s colleague Rex Miller with Mindshift, who both
happen to be co-authors of the book The Commercial Real Estate Revolution, also influenced the ideas in the
workbook.

Constructive Forum
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The Rest of the Story

Some Team Member WHYs for their involvement in the Forum:

It’s important to note that the Constructive Forum was

•

subcontractor – relationships and quality conversation

successful because it had the magnanimous goal of doing

•

designer – continuing mindshift

something great for the industry. “Great,” in this sense,

•

contractor – wants to help change happen

doesn’t necessarily mean big, but something impactful.

•

owner – passion for ridding waste, share experiences

In this case, the goal was to create a workbook focused

•

owner – relationships, see how others do things

on sharing details on how to do three things that would

•

designer – learn/share/give back – better, faster,

make the most difference in the business of capital project
delivery.

cheaper
•

owner – identify where we could do better, be part of
solution

The evidence that this is true in the case of the Forum is that

•

designer – apply best practices, process improvement

the healthcare owners representing all seven of the major

•

engineer – out of the box thinking and apply universally

healthcare institutions in the Houston Medical Center came

•

subcontractor – continue where his IPD participation

together voluntarily to go where no one had gone before.
They worked for a ½ day per month for almost a year, and

stopped five years ago
•

designer – be part of something insightful

most of them had never even met before.
2. What are we doing?
The process the Forum used to produce this workbook

Implementing and measuring three principle items that

somewhat mirrors use of the three principles. The process

would make the most difference from the Construction

started with establishing a “why,” or purpose for the Forum,

Owners Association of America, Texas Chapter “Start, Stop,

attracting team members that fit, and capturing the Forum

Continue: Best Practices for Project Delivery” white paper.

culture before using collaborative tools in work sessions to
complete the workbook process.

Who are we doing it for? Forum participants and the industry,
starting in Houston.

The Forum culture consisted of:
How are we doing it? Through structured work sessions,
1. The Forum’s BIG WHY or why we’re doing this?

industry survey, research, and breakout groups outside the

Everyone needs to selectively continue to create

sessions.

relationships with new people and deepen existing ones.
This Forum is an intimate way to do it in a “safe room” while

What is the result? The result needs to move participants and

producing results that are simple, probable and high-

the industry in Houston forward by reaching the best-case

leverage.

scenario below.
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Suggested worst-case: We go through the motions, publish a

5. Virtues or Habits

emerged. In later months, the concept was refined and

follow-up white paper and nothing changes.

This refers to how one influences their own character. You

outlined. Teams were formed to write, and the final months

practice virtues to build character to increase leadership or

focused on reviewing and refining the workbook content.

Suggested likely-case: We publish a white paper, the industry

authority.

Smith also added a technical writer, Canan Yetmen, to edit

in Houston takes notice, and a few folks change.

•

Magnanimity - striving for great things. Leaders are

the workbook, and a graphic designer to lay it out. Costs

magnanimous in their dreams, their BIG WHY, what they

were shared by the participants on a voluntary basis.

Best-case: The industry in Houston is energized and the

do, and their capacity to challenge themselves and

Forum is seen as a springboard to address another issue that

those around them. It is the virtue or habit of action.

We began by looking at the one thing the owner could

Humility - the virtue or habit of service. Magnanimity

do, one thing the designers could do and one thing the

affirms our own personal dignity and greatness, while

contractors could do that would make the most difference

humility affirms the dignity and greatness of others.

in the business of healthcare design and construction.

would make a difference, and we repeat the Constructive

•

Forum Process.
3. Suggested Forum Principles

Interestingly, towards the end of the process, we realized

These are defined as truths we will use to make decisions. A

6. Processes: What is needed

that all three team members had to be responsible for all

decision either helps or hinders our principles. We will make

•

Work Sessions

three things!

decisions that help us stay true to our principles.

•

Communication

•

Respect for the person.

•

The common good.

•

•
Suggested Forum Values: These are defined as what is

Method(s) – a shared Google folder, monthly

Here is how we specifically collaborated throughout the

meetings and emails.

process.

•

per month.

the value driver over competition.
•

7. Structure

in each of the best practices from the “Start/Stop/Continue”

how we implement our decisions.

•

Organizational - ~18 equal team members representing

white paper, including the term “best practices.” We ended

•

Humility

the various disciplines represented on a design and

up sharpening the language to more clearly define each best

•

Joy

construction team.

practice and its scope, including using the term “principle”

•

Understanding

•

Love

Common Language

•

Action

Premise – a proposition that supports a conclusion.

•

Curiosity

Assumption – something taken for granted.

Most people know that when you make plans, they work

•

Intelligence

BIG WHY – what motivates you to do what you do that

perfectly until you encounter the first obstacle. To anticipate

creates a sense of satisfaction. For many, their answer has

this, we created a list of assumptions that would have to be

nothing to do with money, power or reputation.

true to effectively implement the principles.

instead of “best practice.” In other words, we wanted to make
sure we started well to ensure we would finish well.

rules) and our interactions with others (relational rules).

The all-volunteer Forum met through 2017 and early 2018, led

•

Common language – key terms defined e.g. trust =

by Smith. During these early meetings, participants shared

character + competency + chemistry.

their experiences, and a cohesive, conceptual model of how

Everyone plays a talent-based role for the team.

highly successful teams are selected and work together

Increased transparency during the team selection
process.
•

Agreement on what increased transparency looks
like.

•

Trust exists, and we know how to create it and practice

Factors are team chemistry, team alignment,
integration and timely decision making.
We can answer the What’s In It For Me (WIFM) for
everybody.

Work Session #1

•

You have a team of champion(s), including the owner.
•

•

At the first session in May, we questioned the language used

These are defined as how we manage ourselves (ground

The value of collaboration is known. Collaboration is

•

member, as long as principles are shared. Values influence

•

creating it.

Frequency – up to three scheduled communications

important to us. Values can vary from team member to team

4. Suggested Ground Rules

The Workbook for Change

There is agreement on what starting collaboration
earlier and all the way through the project looks
like.

•

There is agreement on what involving the
consultants earlier looks like.

•

The owner, designer and contractor will support
building the right team and involve consultants earlier
as well as collaborate earlier, and all the way through
the project.

Also in this first session, we created a spider diagram to
analyze the first principle. We listed all the actions we could
take to implement the first principle, then rated healthcare
construction in Houston on how well each action was
currently being implemented. Then, we rated how well it
could be implemented realistically.
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Next, we analyzed each action using a quad chart where the

Work Session #3

The Result We Wanted

The 90-Day March

x-axis was labeled “resources” and the y-axis was labeled

We repeated the processes from the first two work sessions

Work session #6 was the moment when we were first able

We invested the work sessions from March to May, working

“time,” and placed each action on the chart based on how

to create a “how to” implement the first principle with the

to verbalize the goal of creating a workbook focused on the

with our editor, Canan Yetmen, to pull the content for the

much time and resources it would take to help implement

second and third principles.

details of how to do three things that would make the most

workbook together into one voice.

the first principle. Lastly, we analyzed in what sequence

difference in the business of healthcare and construction.

actions would occur if all were used to implement the

Work Session #4

The intended result of using the workbook was moving the

We also spent time thinking about the spokes in the wheel

principle.

This session was delayed because of Hurricane Harvey. It

norm in healthcare construction.

necessary to successfully implement the principles, with the

was impressive to see the participants ready to resume less
We chose the three actions we could most improve (spider

than a month afterward.

diagram) with the least amount of time and resources

workbook being the first spoke. The other four we identified
What We’d Done Up To That Point

are:

Each work group presented its latest version of how to

•

A publicly accessible Google folder to store tools, data

(quad chart) that should occur before the others, if possible

We created a survey in partnership with COAA Texas to

implement the principle they were working on. Each captured

(timeline sequence).

receive feedback and validate the principles we had chosen

feedback from other work groups, including behaviors

and the related actions to implement the principles. We

needed for implementation, monitoring, and rewarding

to communicate with those using the principles, collect

distributed the survey at the fall COAA Texas meeting where

successful use. It was at this session that we read our first

data, and send invitations to events.

125 industry professionals from all disciplines were present.

draft of the workbook introduction that told the story of how

•

A LinkedIn group to post questions and answers.

Many of them had participated in the creation of the “Start,

the Forum came to be in the first place.

•

Face-to-face events that create relationships and

Below is a photo of that original analysis.

Stop, Continue” white paper that our work was built upon.

and “version always” of the workbook.
•

A Google form to help build an email distribution list

develop the new type of leaders the industry needs.
Where We Were Going

These events include partnering with event organizer

Work Session #5

We adopted language to communicate what phase of the

Ripple Intent on breakfast club events to practice

The Constructive Forum members studied the survey

workbook project we were in to better manage expectations.

behaviors to better implement the principles. We also

responses from the COAA Texas participants to learn how

The language broke the project into four stages: “forming,

made specific plans to create speaking opportunities

they would implement the principles.

storming, norming, and performing.” We agreed that we were

and engage the industry in using the principles.

at the “forming” stage and defined what needed to be done
Using their work on developing the principles and the survey

to reach the third stage, “norming.”

feedback, Forum members split into three work groups, each

In retrospect, setting the team culture before the Forum
started and revisiting the culture regularly made a difference

focused on one principle, to add more “meat to the bone”

This language helped us realize we weren’t moving as fast as

in the tone of the work sessions, and the WHY (why we’re

before work session #6. Members worked on the principle

we’d hoped, but everyone seemed to be okay with it, because

doing what we’re doing) specifically helped keep the team

they were interested in most.

they knew we had direction.

energized.

Work Session #6

Work Session #7

The next time the Constructive Forum process is repeated,

Work Session #2

By November the group had been working together for six

Teams met and worked independently over the holidays to

it would be interesting to implement the principles of team

We captured how the Forum members’ organizations

months. Many folks were getting itchy and wanted to know

research and continue to capture their experience on paper.

formation and collaboration all the way through the project,

currently implemented the actions for these three principles

what we’ve done, where we’re going, and what is the result.

We resumed meetings on February 1st and invested the

as suggested in this workbook. For example, with forming

to help us create the “how-to” for each principle.

This happens in all organizations from time to time.

valuable work session time re-reading each work group’s

the Forum team, it would have been valuable to know what

content, with each group receiving feedback from the other

prospective Forum members needed personally for their

two. That was the best way to help everyone focus, be on the

participation to be successful.

same page (literally), and provide meaningful feedback.
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WHAT WE DO NOT WANT.
We don’t want this workbook to end up like most white papers and books on this topic. Some people read it, and
almost nothing is done and they are quickly forgotten.

WE WANT TO IMPROVE THE WAY PEOPLE WORK,
SPECIFICALLY WITH REGARD TO CULTURE AND BEHAVIOR,
TEAM FORMATION, AND PROCESS AND COLLABORATION.

WHAT WE DO WANT.
We want to move the norm in design and construction in Houston, and while what we’ve learned is drawn from
healthcare, these principles apply to all industries.

To do that, we ask you to use the workbook and implement the principles to:
•

create understanding;

•

share tools that already exist;

•

share experience by capturing implementation ideas of the principles and results on paper;

•

participate in the ‘next steps’ at the end of the workbook.

18
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PRINCIPLE 1

SETTING CULTURE AND BEHAVIORS
FOR SUCCESS

Constructive Forum

•

•

Key Points
Draw out the owner’s “Why:” The owner should issue a detailed description of why the project is being built

19

current situation: “Our current Emergency Room doesn’t

various project stakeholders. Understanding why a project

have enough exam rooms to support the community; we

is being considered is a solid first step. As the project is

need to expand.”

further developed, expectations should be clearly identified,

problem to be solved: “Our patient rooms don’t meet

communicated, recorded and reinforced. This is where

current health care design guidelines; we need to

collaboration and transparency come into play.

renovate.”
•

•

The Workbook for Change

•

and what their goals are.
•

financial constraints: “We need to expand but we only

“Making work transparent, or accessible and visible, to all

have X dollars to spend.”

team members at all times is key to collaboration. The open

timing: “This project needs to be completed before the

sharing of work, which is still in progress enables others to

cold/flu season starts.”

contribute knowledge which may shape the outcome of the

aesthetics: “Our waiting rooms are functional and meet

work. Transparency improves predictability by allowing the

•

Setting expectations: Identify, communicate, record, and reinforce

•

Leadership: Establish a Principals’ Council that oversees the project and leads the team to success.

current design guidelines, but they were built in the

whole project team, especially the team leaders, to know

•

Clarity at all times: Create and commit to a defined and published list of personnel, roles, responsibilities,

1980s and need to be refreshed with new paint, furniture

quality work is being delivered with a better understanding

processes, and protocols.

and other finishes.”

of its status. Collaborative delivery tools and methods bring

•

transparency to the work.” Transparency results in:

Trust and honesty: Develop a deep sense of trust and honesty between project team players at the beginning
Point 2: Setting Expectations

•

understanding of status of work.

All projects are a network of promises, commitments,

•

rapid identification of misalignments.

Point 1: The Owner’s “Why”

and agreements. The promise to deliver the project is a

•

responsiveness to others’ difficulties.

Among many reasons why an owner will build or renovate facilities, most notable is as a response to market

big undertaking delivered by people through networks of

•

clarity of work product across disciplines.

conditions necessitating growth or modernization to better use existing facilities. Most owners are focused primarily

commitments. A promise is not complete unless it has clear,

•

anticipating and delivering on the needs of other team

on running their business and therefore typically have very limited experience in articulating what they want or

agreed-to “Conditions of Satisfaction” (CoS). Project teams

need. When responding to an owner’s request for support, the design and construction team should take significant

should develop written CoS for their project in collaboration

•

more coordinated work.

care to fully draw out the basis for a project. The Project Development Questionnaire [in the appendix] can be used

with the owner and key stakeholders of the project. CoS are

•

team confidence.

when discussing project purpose and need, which considers many factors. In the case of healthcare:

measurable statements that tell the project delivery team

of the project, and reinforce this throughout.

members.

what criteria a project must satisfy to be accepted as a

Leadership coach Kevin Eikenberry outlines the following

success. CoS can also be used as a filter for scope, schedule,

steps to clearly set expectations:

or budget decisions. Finally, CoS should be prominently
posted for all to share in understanding. At the end of the

1. Make them clear for yourself. It is difficult to build mutually

project, the team should be able to look back and agree

clear expectations with others if you don’t know exactly what

the finished product satisfies the owner’s “why” and the

they are yourself. If you can’t clearly articulate them verbally

Conditions of Satisfaction.

or on paper, you aren’t ready for this conversation. “I’ll know
it when I see it,” is not a clear expectation.

Much of our experience as design and construction
professionals revolves around managing expectations of

2. Know where you need expectations. Think about where the
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gaps are. Are they in the work itself? How we communicate?

to make sure they are understood and agreed to. Finally, all

address concerns, celebrate success, and finally, to measure

group.

What is our timing? What are the expectations imposed by

parties must commit to agreement, and that they will live

alignment within the team. This group is often called a

•

No issues go unaddressed.

the organizational culture? Consider this as a checklist—do

with the expectations in the future.

Principals’ Council.

•

Meetings should end on a positive note.

The team is excited when the project kicks off, but as

The Principal’s Council meets regularly, often on a bi-

Members of the Council take responsibility to return to their

challenges occur and time passes, maintaining a strong

weekly basis, and typically consists of the owner’s top-level

teams and appropriately share what was discussed and

3. Understand why. Having clear expectations is good, and

commitment to alignment and stressing its importance,

project executive, principals-in-charge from the architecture

provide leadership to drive change when change is required.

giving others the context and intention for them will make

is critical to project success. All the good will, trust, and

firm, construction manager, and possibly other primary

Project teams are more successful when respective principals

them more clear and easier to follow. This isn’t about

honesty built up during the project will be needed during

consultants. The group should be small to allow for the most

provide strong leadership within their organizations to

justification to others; rather it’s about helping people

the final stretch. Several ways to maintain alignment include:

direct and candid discussions possible. The owner must play

foster behaviors that: 1) focus on the owner’s expectations,

understand the bigger picture which, in turn, helps people

•

quarterly team meetings to PDCA (further discussed in

the role of honesty broker within this group—favoring no

2) guarantee continued alignment, and 3) share successes

Point 4);

single entity, but having full allegiance to project success.

as an overall team. This type of leadership ensures focus

•

principals’ meeting (further discussed in Point 3);

Consistent with the principles of collaboration, the actions

and greater levels of collaboration across the entire project

4. Meet and discuss. Once you have the first three

•

alignment discussions at each OAC meeting;

and decisions of the Principals’ Council should, to the

enterprise.

steps completed, sit down with others to discuss your

•

We offer several tools for use to support clear

greatest extent possible, be by consensus. Suggested ground

expectation management and include:

rules for the Council include:

you have expectations in each of these areas and are they
clear to you?

commit more easily.

expectations. If you don’t have the first three steps
completed, you risk that, while they are improved,

•

kick-off meeting notes sample;

expectations may still be unclear or incomplete. It will be

•

check-in calls/meetings format sample;

even better if, you encourage others to come prepared when

•

Commitment Log sample;

you invite them to meet.

•

metric measurement (i.e. scope, schedule, budget,

The decision matrix (Appendix 3) is a simple tool with
stakeholders on one axis and various decisions on the other

•

•

other);
5. Make it mutual. As a leader you have expectations of

The Council exists on a basis of trust in each other’s

(scope approval, change approval, budget approval, pay

intentions coupled with mutual accountability.

applications, etc.).

The Council’s ultimate objective is to increase team and
individual performance leading to a more successful

Point 4: Clarity at all Times

project. The Council works to celebrate the successes of

We’ve reviewed the owner’s “Why,” setting expectations,

each firm’s contributions.

and the Principals’ Council. The next focus area within

The Council candidly shares failures, disappointments

the culture framework deals with clarity: the creation and

others that they need to know (not guess), so they can

Point 3: Principals’ Council

succeed. They have expectations of you, which you need to

After a project has been defined by asking and clearly

know as well. An honest conversation about expectations is

answering the owner’s “Whys,” as well as learning the

and challenges involving all members, including the

commitment to a defined and published list of personnel

in order to best understand each other’s expectations and

owner’s Conditions of Satisfaction, the project leadership

owner. Every entity’s performance should be scrutinized

roles, responsibilities, processes, and protocols. Team

move towards agreement.

begins the process of aligning expectations and building

for ways to improve. “A hard conversation had, and dealt

members include the owner, architect, general contractor,

processes to assure expectations remain in focus during the

with, is much better than no conversation at all,” says

and various trade partners. The success of a project is most

6. Write them down. We aren’t talking a legal document here,

life of the project. Complex facility development projects

Steve Catts, CHI-St. Luke’s Health Texas Division Director,

often dependent on the ability of the field leaders to transfer

but we all know that writing things down allows for greater

consist of teams within teams—all working for the benefit

Capital Projects.

the intent of the design into concrete, bricks, and mortar in a

clarity, otherwise we must rely on memory. If you want

of their individual organizations, as well as their common

Alignment with owner’s expectations and Conditions of

way that satisfies project requirements.

clearly defined, mutually understood expectations, they

client, the owner.

must be written down.
One way to assure all these things happen is to assemble
7. Get agreement and commitment. Once you have

the top leaders of the project enterprise on a regular

expectations written down, all parties need to read them

basis to candidly discuss the team’s overall performance,

•

•

Satisfaction should be regularly measured.
•

Confidential discussions must remain confidential.

While it is beyond the scope of this document to completely

•

The owner is responsible for assuring the tone and

outline the importance of establishing all aspects of project

outcomes are always productive and positive.

clarity, a few areas each project should consider in order to

Principals should commit to addressing all issues in a

maintain clarity include:

•

timely manner (48 to 72 hours) and reporting back to the
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Too often we’re ready to continue our train of thought before

Other tools:

should involve a significant amount of innovation.

truly listening to the other person in a conversation who is

1. Pricing Process: Re-imagine the competitive bid process,

•

Perform: Everyone is expected to deliver on promises.

responding to what we just said. Our facial expressions and

including sub-consultants, to promote a more collaborative

•

Perfect: Lean is a method of continuous improvement.

body language communicate a great deal. We’ve all heard the

and cohesive team.

that enables team members to focus on what is important
when balancing competing constraints.

The Workbook for Change

Plan: Planning is extensive and constant. The effort

personnel and their reporting relationships.

2. A clear and understandable scope, schedule, and budget

Constructive Forum

saying: “Your actions speak so loudly, I can’t hear what you’re
Several tools are provided in the appendix for your

saying.” We must deliberately improve our communication

2. Incentives: Create of a list of financial incentives and a plan

consideration in support of establishing and maintaining

habits throughout all phases of a project, both with the team

that has defined measurable goals and/or 360 scores to be

3. Proper establishment of roles and responsibilities:

project clarity including:

and as individual leaders. Here are several ways to improve

completed by owner stakeholders to determine success.

Role: specific function (i.e. civil engineer);

•

overall project process map.

and reinforce trust and honesty through collaborative

Authority: the right to apply project resources, make

•

project charter sample.

communication:

3. Best Practices: Apply a set of proven best practices for

decisions, sign approvals, etc. (i.e. civil engineer has the

•

project management plan sample.

1. Talk straight

collaboration that are available in the public domain. These

authority to approve payment to the project surveyor);

•

roles and responsibilities matrix.

2. Demonstrate respect

can include products, processes or designs that have a

Responsibility: specific duties a team member is assigned

•

project retrospectives - design and construction

3. Create transparency

proven track record of successful application for a particular

phases.

4. Right wrongs

need.

to complete (i.e. civil engineer is assigned to design the site
plan); and

5. Show loyalty

Competency: the skill and capacity required to complete

Point 5: Trust and Honesty

6. Deliver results

4. Project Retrospectives (design and construction): A

assigned activities (i.e. civil engineer is licensed).

Developing a deep sense of trust and honesty between the

7. Get better

continuous improvement tool used to identify what worked

project team players at the beginning of the project and

8. Confront reality

well, what didn’t work well, and which practices to start,

4. Plan-Do-Check-Act/Adjust (PDCA). An adaptation of

reinforcing it over the duration of the project are essential.

9. Clarify expectations

continue or stop.

PDCA to the successful development of a project is known

Lean/Collaborative project delivery is dependent on

10. Practice accountablity

as the Four P’s: Predict-Plan-Perform-Perfect. An owner’s

building deep trust throughout the team. Trust must be

11. Listen first

5. A3: A one-page report prepared on a single 11x17 paper

challenge is to predict the cost, make a business case, and

consciously built and begins by understanding how it is

12. Keep commitments

that outlines the background, problem statement, analysis,

decide to proceed, then deliver and operate. Most projects

connected with three assessments that others are making:

13. Extend trust

proposed corrective actions and expected results.

predict a cost, decide to proceed, and then pay whatever it

•

Sincerity - ethical

takes to build and operate. Owners should look to predict

•

Competence - operational

There are numerous publicly available references that speak

6. Choosing By Advantage (CBA): a system for determining the

the cost, plan to the prediction, and perform to the plan,

•

Reliability – historical ability of another person to

in greater detail to the topics of trust and honesty. We

best decision by looking at the advantages of each option.

satisfy your need

recommend the following:

while perfecting along the way and then perfecting from
one project to the next. This approach applies to each

•

Speed of Trust by Stephen Covey

7. Five Whys: A problem-solving technique used to dig for

participant on the project, from the design parties to the

If teams start with an assumption that everyone on the team

•

Five Dysfunctions of a Team by Patrick Lencioni

the root cause of a condition by asking “why” successively

trades. It is also applicable to every scope within the project,

is sincere in their efforts toward the greater project, and

•

StrengthsFinder 2.0 Personal Assessment

(at least five times) in order to get beyond the apparent

each day of work, and every meeting.

that they are part of the team because they are competent

(gallupstrengthcenter.com)

symptom.

in their specialty, then the opportunity to build trust comes
The fundamentals of the projects are based on the Four P’s:

through reliability. Reliability means making clear, complete

•

commitments and managing those commitments well.

Predict: Owners must accurately predict the cost of a
project prior to its start and maintain or reduce that
cost as the project moves to completion.

•

Core Clarity personal and team analysis (coreclarity.net)
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allows a few months for a decision that will last years and

and exclusions? Often times we can go back to an RFQ or RFP

potentially involve hundreds of millions of dollars and a large

and see how we may have missed an important item that is

percentage of a company’s cash or financial leverage.

now causing pain in the middle of the project.

These complex buildings come with an intricate process. The
delivery time can span multiple corporate annual budgets

Interview: This is a fantastically well-attended event that

and local and regional offices. The selection of a good

rivals P.T. Barnum’s Greatest Show on Earth. Although it’s easy

architect and contractor is critical, since this team will be

to be attracted to a great interview presentation, especially

Key Points

in the trenches together for some time, but observing the

those with great ideas specific to the project supported by

•

Experience sharing: Potential team members provide relative past success stories, lessons learned, and

team members—the people and personalities who will be

both staff and documentation, it cannot be the main driver

project experiences with other team members. This sharing should be integrated into the lifecycle of the

working alongside each other—is a better way to evaluate the

or most-remembered consideration in the decision-making

project, not just at the beginning.

selection of companies.

process.

success.

Examples

It is important to use several evaluation tools to review and

True vetting of team members: An extensive and in-depth research of the proposed team members

Project A: low bidders selected but did not have the

support the selection process. The following items should

(individuals, not just companies), including the use of reference calls, prior project history research, etc.

appropriate project experience

align with goals for the project, although there should be no

•

•

•

•

What’s in it for me? Identify what each team member needs for success, and commit to supporting the others’

limit to the information culled for evaluation (see attached

Team member selection: The evaluation and selection process for potential project team members should
include seeking objective input from the currently selected project team members.

Project B: best value bidders selected but the team member

The individual: Each company’s proposed project lead shall be evaluated to select the best person for the

personalities did not connect
Architect and Contractor

project.
Background

Project C: best team members selected based on a best value

•

Firm background

proposal analysis

•

Proposed staff

•

Interviews at office or construction site

Traditional Process

•

Experience

RFQ – RFP – Interviews – Final Selection

•

Insurance and bonding

•

Safety

RFQ: Everyone wants most to be involved in the interview

•

Quality

but few want to be involved in reading the 100-page

•

References

RFQ responses with wordy responses to cost control and

•

Project budget and schedule

scheduling questions. The cool photos are where many spend

•

Financial stability

Is the era of low-bid vendor selection really behind us? If we choose the best value, review qualifications,
workload, and personnel, how much do we still weigh cost?

Owners with investment in large or small projects are constantly looking at the bottom line in this increasingly
high-risk industry. The process of selecting architects, engineers and contractors to design and build facilities only

Exhibit A).

most of the time.
Exhibit A is only one example to help guide the decision
RFP: Do we just go to the bottom line to see what the total

making process. It can be modified as needed, and any

cost is and how it compares to our budget? Why don’t we

formalized weighting evaluation can be added to each item

spend more time pouring through the details, qualifications

for team members to use to evaluate each company. These
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scores and weights can be created by a core team and

This one-on-one interview is an important component of

in adding value to the project and improving the performance

10. Investing more time for preconstruction planning and

inserted into this spreadsheet, or scores can be evaluated

the architect and contractor selection process. This can be a

of the building.

simulation;

individually by different team members and averaged

phone call, but most useful is to visit with this lead architect

together.

or project manager at their office or, ideally, at their

Owners must stop:

12. Establishing incentives for the project outcome and not

construction site. This not only allows you to get to know the

1. Going along with the current procurement process; they

individual performance.

Although the selection process is different between architect

person and identify their personality traits, but also to see

instead need to make ‘‘first cost’’ a smaller portion of the

and contractor, many intrinsic data points overlap and

how a project they are designing or building is progressing,

consideration (no more than 20 percent).

It’s obvious that the industry wants to change. Owners,

should be used to analyze these project partners. One of

and how it is being managed and maintained.

2. Selecting individual key stakeholders with separate

therefore, must be the catalysts for and sponsors of this

contracts, loyalties, and incentives;

change. As long as owners go to market in a piecemeal

the most significant—and inherently the bedrock for any

11. Evaluating proposals based on outcome, and

selection of team members—is its people, their personality

Trust

3. Buying based on lowest up-front capital outlay without

fashion rather than through integrated teams, costs will

and how this team of women and men from different

As written in The Commercial Real Estate Revolution

looking at impact on life-cycle cost or asset value;

continue to rise and quality will continue to decline. As we

backgrounds, experiences and ideas will come together with

(Miller, Strombom, Iammarino and Black) trust-based team

4. Ignoring excessive waste in process, materials, and labor;

have seen in this section, corporate leaders are already

one common and shared goal.

formation can create a return on investment for any project.

5. Ignoring what other industries are doing for improvement,

beginning to demand—and institute—change within their own

This trust has been proven to have financial worth.

and claiming that those methods don’t apply to construction;

organizations With additional insight, and recognition of the

6. Interfering in alliance formation by piecemeal member or

many forces pushing for change, as well as with emerging

Although any team member can exist without the others,
the project cannot exist without its members. The project

In trust-based teams:

component selection;

capabilities pulling toward innovation. We will soon see a

team resembles spokes on a wheel: the team and its people

Members are recruited, not bid.

7. Delegating team selection to a technical and bureaucratic

sea change toward trust-based teams that deliver turnkey

are equally important to one another and directly impact

•

They are trade partners, not subcontractors.

function.

solutions.

the performance of any project. An interdependent team’s

•

They were selected because of common capabilities,

mutual trust and loyalty to the success of the project is the

values, and high character; they’re not a random

Owners must begin:

foundation of the project.

collection of firms that share nothing more than a low

1. Competitive selection based on integrated supply-side

bid price.

alliances;

They can focus on developing measurable value and

2. Approaching projects by anticipating the elimination of

are not forced to play futile bid wars.

significant waste through improved communication and

They understand that they don’t have to play games to

coordination;

The book Program Management 2.0 (Thomsen and Sanders)

make a fair profit; the incentive structure allows them

3. Looking deeper into how contractors pick their subs;

examines the importance of the team to construction

to care about the whole job.

4. Weighing how integrated teams secure and develop their

They will be asked to participate in the earliest phases

subs;

one person in control. Thousands of people and hundreds of

of planning and will have an opportunity to ensure

5. Benchmarking performance and demand evidence of

companies are involved in any given construction project.

their knowledge is considered before it is too late.

improvement;

“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” Aristotle,

•

circa 300 BC
•

projects and how groups function like structures with no

•

6. Requiring evidence of involvement of key subs as core
First Hand

Once you’re operating inside the trust-based paradigm, one

members to the team and consulting on best solutions;

How do we best get to know someone? Let’s answer that

thing becomes obvious: When you have a team you trust,

7. Providing incentives for firms to move in this direction;

question with another question. How do we hire someone to

you don’t need to bid. In fact, this approach is so different,

8. Using the experience from experts in BIM, Lean, and

fill a position? Part of this answer is that we don’t just review

that bidding doesn’t even make sense. A team-based

Alliance teaming;

someone’s resume, although a resume can definitely tell us

partnership begins with the owner’s business plan. The

9. Setting criteria for team selection and team chemistry;

a lot. We interview the person and visit with them on a one-

team’s value is in how much waste it can remove to finish

on-one basis to best get to know them.

faster and for less money than the owner’s plan specified, or

Distrust

Mindshift

Trust

Pro Forma

People

Budget/Price

Value

Schedule

Commitments

Scope

Outcome

Process

Coordination

Paperwork

Shared Knowledge

Over the Wall

Collaboration

CYA

Transparent

Carrot and Stick

Team Success
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The Request for Collaboration

imperative that we closely evaluate the individual proposed

Creating a collaborative team. Collaboration builds trust.

team members and provide value weighted towards people

Selection should be based on qualifications. The owner must

rather than price.

lead not only in the selection process, but also by example,

Constructive Forum
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PRINCIPLE 3

by demonstrating trust, vulnerability, and collaboration.

The low-bid, price-driven arena of the business of designing

Collaboration not only has to be maintained throughout the

and constructing makes it impossible to achieve the kind

course of the project, which can be led by a key principal

of teamwork required to design and construct complex

or champion who continues the effort through the course

facilities with any chance of maintaining budgets and

of the project that doesn’t allow us to forget the ideas and

schedules. Creative energy for adding value to the project

goals of the project. This can be accomplished through

gets sidelined and any creativity goes toward achieving a

weekly and monthly meetings and other accountability

low price. A lot of money gets spent on ensuring the project

measures (see attached Exhibit I).

receives exactly what was designed and trying to make sure

Key Points

no corners were cut. This delivery method, all too often,

•

Trust is prominent in principles 1 and 2. The reason is because collaboration cannot happen without trust.

leads to disappointment for all parties.

•

User-driven, capital projects are challenging, complex and expensive undertakings, typically taking three to

The delivery process is equally important to the selection

29
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five years to complete.

process, but when project team members are carefully
•

Early project decisions are often made with inadequate information about options for building materials and

reviewed and selected, the project will be set up for success.

But, when team selection takes priority, money is much more

The admittedly time consuming and documented method of

likely to be spent improving the project and making sure

systems because the subcontractors and manufacturers providing such systems are not yet involved with the

analyzing team members along with the use of the contract

that owner satisfaction is high. This leads to a much more

project.

framework, as discussed in the Process and Collaboration

enjoyable experience for all parties involved.

•

communications systems, most of which are designed to mitigate risk.

principle, will bear fruit.
•

•

Establishing collaborative teams early in the project delivery process gives the owner an opportunity to
incorporate better project decisions, reduce waste and shorten the project delivery timeframe.

—Michael Jordan

If teamwork is essential to success, then team member

Exploiting the latest virtual design and construction technologies are limited if only the A/E and the CM are
involved, without key subcontractors.

“Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win
championships.”

Traditional procurement, even in the CM-at-Risk model, is highly redundant and wasteful in its

•

This involves intelligent risk sharing and creating a collaborative but accountable team culture.

•

Creating a collaborative team culture on a project must begin with the owner.

selection is of critical importance. When we hire good
firms to be part of a project team, no matter the delivery

Background

method, we should get their very best people, who must

Owners with significant capital construction programs face myriad challenges. This is especially true for

automatically be a cultural fit with the rest of the team. But

institutions that are designing and building technically complex, user-driven facilities. As an example, healthcare

that simply cannot be the case for every project. Firms have
other commitments and schedules to maintain and can’t
always put their best people on every project.

If we believe people have tremendous value and the value
is multiplied when individuals work as a team, then it is
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facilities are challenging to execute, as they are some of the

2. Large and complex projects with budgets ranging into the

Upon establishment of a project scope, the project team creates the documentation strategy to optimize the project schedule.

most complex and costly buildings to build. They are full of

hundreds of millions of dollars and requiring three to five

This allows the overlap of final design, construction buy-out, and the beginning of construction (see figure 2) in order to deliver

expensive equipment, require elaborate infrastructure, and

years to deliver.

the project sooner. The design team and CMR team determine how to best package the project so that it can be priced and

take years to design and construct. These facilities require

3. Volatile and escalating construction market

contractually committed, and that construction can be started. The document strategy also identifies the critical-path flow

long-term flexibility and very high quality building systems,

4. Limited supply of qualified subcontractors and skilled

of document packages to ensure that construction procurement remains uninterrupted. All work packages are procured on

materials and components, and are often subject to

labors.

a competitive, best-value basis with each subcontract fully disclosed to the owner, and fully auditable. These subcontracts

accelerated schedules. Other industries face similar issues.

5. Rapidly evolving medical technology.

are all contained within the guaranteed maximum price (GMP) contract between the CMR and the owner, maintaining overall
construction coordination, and price responsibility with the CMR (see figure 1). Once all packages have been procured, you have a

These capital construction programs typically have the

Construction Procurement Strategy

following overarching goals:

In order to meet these program goals and challenges,

1. Deliver state-of-the-art health care and clinical research

most institutional owners adopt a procurement strategy of

facilities.

Construction Manager at Risk (CMR) (see figure 1). The CMR

2. Optimize expenditures by maintaining facility flexibility.

is typically selected immediately after the design team,

3. Deliver projects on an accelerated schedule.

with the leadership of the design team participating in the

4. Maintain project cost transparency and accountability.

selection process. The early, collaborative selection of the

In addition, these programs often experience the following

CMR allows the project team to move efficiently to explore

challenges:

project alternatives, balancing different scenarios of project

1. Aggressive project delivery schedules.

scope, schedule, and budget.

fully integrated project with all subcontractors on the project established.

CMR PROJECT INTEGRATION

LEVEL OF INFLUENCE

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER AT RISK (CMR)
OWNER

Concept
Program
Prelim. Design
Final
Buy-Out
Construction
Furn./Comm

PROJECT EXPENDITURES

Selection of CM

Influence Curve

Cost Curve

PROJECT
MANAGER

PROJECT LIFE CYCLE
Figure 2

Limits of CMR

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER

A/E

This project delivery strategy works well, up to a point. As buildings become more complex and owners continue to seek to
make better and more informed project decisions, the limitations of the CMR delivery process become more apparent. Too
many critical decisions are made with inadequate information because the real specialist in those areas (subcontractors and
manufacturers) are not on the project early enough to lend their expertise.

SUBCONTRACTOR
Figure 1

SUBCONTRACTOR

SUBCONTRACTOR
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With CMR, as with most project delivery methods, a significant amount of time and professional labor by all parties is spent

CMR WITH DESIGN ASSIST SUBCONTRACTORS

managing risk transfer. This results in duplicative and wasted effort. Much of the effort put into construction documents,
requests for information, supplemental documents, submittals, and shop drawings is redundant and ultimately discarded, which

OWNER

causes projects to take longer and cost more. The goal then becomes removing non-value added effort that primarily or solely
assigns responsibility and therefore transfers or manages risk among project participants (see figure 3).

TRADITIONAL FLOWS OF PROJECT INFORMATION

Goal: Integrate key subcontractors in
process as Design-Assist agents

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
TEAM

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

TECHNICAL BULLETINS

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER

A/E

RFIs
SUBCONTRACTOR

SUBCONTRACTOR

Figure 4

DESIRED POINT OF PROJECT INTEGRATION

Figure 3

Selection of CM

Influence Curve

LEVEL OF INFLUENCE

Moving the Point of Integration to Earlier in the Process
In order to speed up the procurement process, develop better scope, and allow for better project decisions, it is essential to
include the early selection of key subcontractors and manufacturers on a design-assist (DA) basis (see figure 4). This brings the
specialized knowledge of these parties into the final design and pricing process, thus moving the point of project integration
forward in the life cycle of a project (see figure 5). For these subcontractors and manufacturers to fully participate, it is essential
that that they be capable of quickly evaluating project alternatives with limited information and be able to participate in 3-D
modeling of the entire design.

The project team determines the key subcontractors and manufacturers needed for the project in preliminary design and selects
them on a best-value basis. These DA agents participate in the final design to help maintain budget, optimize project decision

Concept
Program
Prelim. Design
Final
Buy-Out
Construction
Furn./Comm

Cost Curve

making and speed up final documentation with the use of virtual design software. Typically, project teams have identified the
following subcontractors for early selection as design assist agents: structure, vertical conveyances, glazing and curtain-wall, fire
protection, HVAC, electrical and plumbing

PROJECT LIFE CYCLE
Figure 5

PROJECT EXPENDITURES

SUBMITTALS

SUBCONTRACTOR
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Design-Assist Selection Process
A two-part selection process is used based on the 50 percent schematic design documents. Part one is entirely qualifications-

The design-assist subcontractors begin leading the design process after the building is fully defined and engineered, at which

based, part two involves the submission of fees, general conditions cost and non-binding estimated cost of work. The short-

point the design-assist subcontractors take the lead in developing detailed design, focusing on constructability issues. The A/E

listed firms are jointly interviewed by all members of the project team (CMR, A/E, owner) to better determine experience with DA

continues working closely with the design-assist subcontractors, reviewing and validating that the detailed design meets the

and capability of working with the previously assembled team (see figure 6).

design intent. In this way, the BIM is advanced by the CMR/DA team in close collaboration with the A/E team. When completed, the
BIM becomes the guiding document for executing the building.

DESIGN ASSIST SUBCONTRACTORS
SUB RESPONSE
CMR

CMR

Issues

Issues

RFP

SUB RESPONSE

Project Scope

SUB RESPONSE

SUB RESPONSE
RFP
SD Package

PROJECT
TEAM
INTERVIEWS
AND SHORT
LISTS SUBCONTRACTORS

SELECTION
& AWARD

SUB RESPONSE

Qualifications

Pre-con fee, gen
conditions and fee
Est. CON

SUB RESPONSE
1 STEP FOR
PRE-CON &
INSTALLATION
2 STEP FOR
CONTRACT
PART 1 IS PRECON PART 2 IS
INSTALLATION

Construction typically starts well before final documents or the BIM are complete. In order to ensure critical information makes

PROJECT TEAM
EVALUATES AND
SHORT LISTS

PROJECT TEAM
EVALUATES AND
SHORT LISTS

it to the field in a timely manner, a field coordination team is established, primarily consisting of the same members, but led
by the CMR. This team continues to meet weekly after the start of construction and focuses on the short-term needs of specific
information required to keep construction moving efficiently (see figure 7).

STANDARD PROCESS FOR EACH PERMIT PACKAGE
CONCEPTUALIZATION

DETAILED DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

Fire Protection Curtain
Wall Elevator
100% SD

INTEGRATED
TEAM EXECUTES

50% DD

100% DD
A/E Team Leading Efforts

100% CD
DA Subs Leading Efforts

HVAC Plumbing
Electrical Pneumatic
Tube

Figure 6

Design-Assist Management Process
Weekly meetings of the selected subcontractors, CMR and A/E manage the DA process. These meetings are led by the A/E team,
with DA subcontractors providing concepts, cost information, and potential design alternatives. The virtual building model—
the BIM—is begun in order to determine the viability of the emerging design. This BIM process is led by the A/E team until the

Design Assist
Awards

A/E Team
DA Subs

design is sufficiently developed to be handed off to the CMR/DA team.

Figure 7

DA Subs Providing Support &
Recommendations

Key Outcomes:
• Design Intent Finalized
• Forms & Spatial Relationships Finalized
• Building Systems Design Complete
• Pre-Fab Components Developed with the Design
• Schedule Confirmed

Change Model
Responsibility

A/E Team Providing Support &
Recommendations

Permit Set
Submitted to City

Key Outcomes:
• Pre-Fab Components Start Fabrication
• Shop Drawings for Record Only
• Constructibility Reviews and Coordination Completed
Together
• GMP Cost Estimate Finalized
• Early Release of Major Equipment
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RISK TRANSFER

To optimally execute a complex project (minimizing cost and schedule, while optimizing the best owner decisions) requires a

Shared and allocated risks
and rewards

project environment that fosters accountability but does not punish reasonable risk taking. In this project culture, participants
can count on daily commitments from each other without needing to excessively document those commitments in the form of
change orders.

All projects have dozens, if not hundreds, of participants producing information or services needed for progress. These
participants include architects, engineers, cost estimators, masons, steel fabricators, tile setters, surveyors, and many more
individuals and companies over the course of the design and construction of a typical building. In almost every situation,
the service or information they produce is delivered to another participant, who then adds additional content or value. Often
this enhanced package of information is delivered to yet another participant whose contribution depends on the combined
deliverable from all the previous participants.
No risk transfer
No accountability

Let’s look at a small example. Let’s say the concrete subcontractor needs to pour the second floor of the building no later

RISK TRANSFER

Complete risk transfer
No collaboration

than next Friday in order for the CMR to maintain the project schedule. On Monday morning, it is discovered that steel anchors
required to support an entrance canopy have yet to be delivered to the site. These anchors need to be placed in the formwork

Figure 8

before concrete can be poured. A call to the steel fabricator indicates the anchors can be produced and delivered by Wednesday,
giving the concrete subcontractor all of Thursday to install the anchors and be ready for an early Friday morning concrete pour.
Additionally, the structural engineer will need to issue a drawing showing the precise placement of the anchors. She indicates

Both the steel fabricator and the engineer in the earlier example were regularly present in the weekly project meetings and fully

that such a document can be produced by late Wednesday.

understood the urgency. They both accepted the request for immediate performance and publicly committed to the Wednesday
delivery. Both understood the overall consequence of not pouring concrete on Friday. They also understood that if they did not

We now have a set of cascading commitments. In order for the CMR to honor his commitment to deliver the project on schedule,

perform their part, the work of many others would be compromised. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, they would be back in

he needs the concrete subcontractor to pour concrete on Friday. The concrete subcontractor in turn needs two other parties

front of all of their co-participants at the next project meeting explaining their failure.

(the steel fabricator and engineer) to deliver their services (embedded anchors and installation plan) by the end of the day
Wednesday. If any of these participants fails to honor their part in this set of cascading commitments, the project is delayed.

The delivery process must retain accountability. When project team members are carefully selected and properly managed,

Building projects are filled with hundreds or even thousands of these cascading commitments.

this integrated project delivery method strikes a careful balance that maintains accountability without resorting to excessive
documentation to manage risk transfer (see figure 8).

Creating a Collaborative Culture
How can a project manager develop and maintain a project culture of honoring commitments? By building collaborative

This Integrated Project Delivery method using early selection of a CMR, coupled with best-value selection of key design-assist

teams and holding weekly project meetings with all key participants on the project. This creates transparency, allowing all

subcontractors and led with a consistent project culture of collaboration, yields the greatest opportunity to rapidly deliver large,

key participants to understand the project goals and challenges. Conducting these weekly meetings in a respectful manner is

complex projects with greater flexibility and price control.

essential to making a full commitment to accomplishing the project goals.

The owner sets the project culture by clearly outlining the essential goals needed for project success. However it is in the
owner’s ultimate interest to accept some level of risk by creating a risk-tolerant environment where all participants are focused
on the overarching project goals and are not punished when unexpected issues arise.
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NEXT STEPS

CREATE A CONSTRUCTIVE FORUM
RESOURCE WHEEL.
This workbook is the key spoke in the wheel.

The next steps for implementing the principles are listed below.

Constructive Forum

•

creates the needed momentum. The workbook is the key spoke in the wheel.
Spoke 1: Workbook
Create a workbook that creates understanding.
•

Share tools that already exist.

•

Share experience by capturing implementation ideas and results on paper.

Spoke 2: Online Google Resource Folder
•

You can find tools, measurement data and results, and ‘version always’ of the workbook here: http://bit.
ly/2CkkOPj

Spoke 3: Use the Google Form to sign-up for an email distribution list to improve communication: http://bit.
ly/2oHA3Iu
Spoke #4: Use the Collaboration Academy LinkedIn Group to post questions and answers: https://www.linkedin.
com/groups/4006366
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The LinkedIn group will support those trying something

One of the many obstacles our industry faces is the lack

for the first time, to share what they know, to ask

of a contractual tie between construction managers

questions, and encourage those with more experience

and subcontractors and the architect and engineering

to go further.

consultants. Most construction projects in the institutional
arena of construction do not provide a path for direct

Spoke #5: Face-to-face events that create relationships and

accountability between the two most important entities.

develop the new type of industry leaders needed.

This can lead to many issues, including monetary damages

•

The Constructive Forum partners with other

to all parties, damaged reputations, lawsuits, litigation and

organizations such as COAA and Ripple Intent to develop

building defects, to name just a few. Many attempts have

the new type of leaders needed.

been made to overcome this obstacle through design-build

The Constructive Forum members are available to

delivery or through an integrated project delivery where all

speak at industry events to educate and create new

parties are tied to one contract. Obviously, this has been

relationships.

an issue in construction for many decades. This obstacle

The five steps are “spokes” in the “wheel” needed to build a learning community around implementing the
principles in the workbook and moving the norm. Creating and using the spokes begins to turn the wheel and

The Workbook for Change

•

becomes even greater as the project becomes larger, more
Obstacles

complicated, and more technically complex. We believe

“Most people give up just when they’re about to achieve

the three how-to’s of setting culture and behavior, team

success. They quit on the one-yard line. They give up at the

formation, and process and collaboration will create a

last minute of the game one foot from a winning touchdown.”

foundation to deal with all sorts of obstacles.

—H. Ross Perot
It is paramount that the owner take the lead in setting the
Ross Perot makes a fabulous point about the idea that

tone by creating an environment to manage risk and welcome

success is never achieved once we decide something is too

the disruption of change. This creates an opportunity to

hard or the obstacle is just too great. Anytime we embark

enjoy outstanding results for the owner and all parties

upon trying something new or different, we will come upon

involved.

challenges of every sort. These challenges may be real or
perceived. However, determination to make a difference

This is only one obstacle, albeit a significant one. Many

and to do something different in an effort to achieve better

other challenges will arise when working to create an early

results can and will persevere, as long as we don’t give in to

involvement delivery method as suggested here. Face each

the difficulty of challenges and quit just before we reach the

one with candor and work through it. And don’t give up on

goal line.

the one-yard line.
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PLEASE REACH OUT TO CONSTRUCTIVE
FORUM TEAM MEMBERS AS RESOURCES
TO HELP YOU APPLY THESE CONCEPTS
OR TO SPEAK AT YOUR NEXT EVENT.

Constructive Forum
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RESOURCES

ALLISON MUTH
TEXAS CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES PROJECT MANAGEMENT
6621 Fannin St.
Houston, TX 77030
832-824-1000 (work)
abmuth@texaschildrens.org
BEN WYLIE
WYLIE CONSULTING ENGINEERS
PRESIDENT
1 Greenway Plaza, Suite 1100
Houston, TX 77046
713-781-2526 (work)
713-557-3770 (cell)
BWylie@WylieAssociates.com
CURTIS HARBOUR
BRANDT
SR. VICE PRESIDENT
8848 N Sam Houston Parkway W, Suite 410
Houston, Texas 77064
832-714-3200 (work)
281-381-5792 (cell)
Curtis.Harbour@brandt.us

DARREN SMITH
CIMA STRATEGIC SERVICES
CHIEF UNLEARNING OFFICER
P.O. Box 670101
Dallas, Texas 75367

DENTON WILSON

MARC FLORES

214-353-9333 (work)

ATRIUM HEALTH

KDC REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT & INVESTMENTS

214-535-9333 (cell)

VP PLANNING, DESIGN, AND CONSTRUCTION

VP, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

darrensmith@cimastrategic.com

MANAGEMENT

1900 West Loop South, Suite 1175

9401 Arrowpoint Blvd, Suite 300

Houston, TX 77027

DEAN STROMBOM

Charlotte, NC 28273

713-622-8500 (work)

GENSLER

704-667-9460 (work)

832-819-9905 (cell)

PRINCIPAL, ENERGY PRACTICE AREA LEADER

DentonWilson@beckgroup.com

marc.flores@kdc.com

Houston, TX 77002

KURT NEUBEK

PETER DAWSON

713-844-0000 (work)

PAGE

TEXAS CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

832-754-6122 (cell)

PRINCIPAL

SVP Facilities Services

dean_strombom@gensler.com

1100 Louisiana St., Suite One

Retired

Houston, Texas 77002

3102 Robinson Road

713-871-8484 (work)

Missouri City, TX 77459

713-703-7158 (cell)

281-813-2333 (cell)

kneubek@pagethink.com

prdawson@texaschildrens.org

711 Louisiana Street, Suite 300
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RICK HARRIS, AIA

STEPHEN CATTS

YVONNE NAGY

HDR

CHI-ST. LUKE’S HEALTH

HOK

REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF ARCHITECTURE

FORMER DIRECTOR OF CAPITAL PROJECTS FOR

VICE PRESIDENT I REGIONAL LEADER OF

VICE PRESIDENT

TEXAS DIVISION

HEALTHCARE

1001 Fannin Street, Suite 525

stevecatts1@gmail.com

3200 Southwest Freeway, Suite 900

Houston, Texas 77002

303-720-8391 (cell)

Houston, Texas 77027

713-335-1906 (work)

713-407-7700 (work)

713-598-4962 (cell)

TADD TELLEPSEN

713-551-3664 (cell)

rick.harris@hdrinc.com

TELLEPSEN

yvonne.nagy@hok.com

It is our sincere hope that this workbook will change the

CEO

way you do business. If you simply find it interesting or

RUSS KORCUSKA

777 Benmar Drive, Suite 400

KENT HEDGES

its ideas worth considering, then we have failed. Instead,

MEMORIAL HERMANN HEALTH SYSTEM

Houston, Texas 77060

UNIVERSAL HEALTH SERVICES, INC.

please immerse yourself in this workbook and start using

VICE PRESIDENT, DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

281-272-4900 (work)

REGIONAL PROJECT MANAGER

its strategies on your current projects. Do not wait until you

6400 Fannin, Suite 2190

281-705-4379 (cell)

2714 Checker Drive

are assigned to a project that already works this way, or to

Houston, Texas 77030

tadd@tellepsen.com

Cedar Park, Texas 78613

one that has the “luxury” of doing things this way.

russ.korcuska@memorialhermann.org

•

•

If you represent an owner (or someone else who
controls the project budget and major decisions),
simply insist that your projects be delivered this
way. Share this workbook with the project team.
If you represent another member of a project team,
such as the architect, engineer, designer, consultant,
contractor, trade partner, or other vendor, you can

(work)
WILLIAM SCOTT

512-971-6269 (cell)

SID SANDERS

LINBECK

kent.hedges@uhsinc.com

HOUSTON METHODIST

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

SR. VICE PRESIDENT, CONSTRUCTION,

3900 Essex Lane, Suite 1200

JAMES WOFFARD (DECEASED)

FACILITIES DESIGN & REAL ESTATE

Houston, Texas 77027

UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

6565 Fannin St

713-966-5858 (work)

Houston, Texas 77030

713-829-7190 (cell)

sjsanders@houstonmethodist.org

bill_scott@linbeck.com

SPENCER MOORE

WILLIAM W. STEWART

start today. Share this document with your team and
begin implementing its ideas.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS M.D. ANDERSON

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS HEALTH SCIENCE

When you have additional suggestions, data, or success

CANCER CENTER

CENTER

stories from using this approach (or something very similar)

VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF FACILITIES

SR. VICE PRESIDENT FACILITIES, PLANNING &

on projects, we need to hear from you. You can contact us

OFFICER

ENGINEERING

at darrensmith@cimastrategic.com.

1515 Holcombe Blvd.

7000 Fannin

Houston, TX 77030

Houston, Texas 77030

Wishing you successful projects, fulfilling work, and

713-792-6161 (work)

713-500-3400 (work)

friendships that last a lifetime.

rosmoore@mdanderson.org

William.W.Stewart@uth.tmc.edu

APPENDIX
All appendix items can be found in the Google Drive Folder: http://bit.ly/2CkkOPj

MAKE YOUR BRAND TO

Construction Forum
PO Box 670101
Dallas, TX 75367

darrensmith@cimastrategic.com

